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attempts he swallows it whole. I have taken a hatful of bones and hair out of the crop and stomach of one bird.
The male is slightly smaller than the female and of general tawny hue. His better half looks much more striking, with jet-black shades across her back and a champagne-coloured breast. She measures about four feet from the tip of her hooked beak to the end of her kite-like tail, and twice as much across the wings. These birds would frequently hover above my camp and the Ottoman outposts at Sok al-Khamis, but are very wary and difficult to approach, being always on the wing, except when they snatch a bone. The only way to get a shot was to be busily engaged at skinning some sizeable bird or beast, when a laemmergeier would come sailing over to see what you were doing. To catch the bird's eye was fatal; he would c bank,5 and sheer off at once, but a cautious, sidelong gaze, and a well-timed snatch at a i2-bore, loaded with swan-shot, would often be successful. My camp was on the edge of a big drop, and I generally found the bird dead after its fall. A wounded laemmergeier is difficult to tackle, without injuring it as a specimen, for it has a vicious beak, and its huge talons grip like a steel trap. I once c downed3 a female onto some fallow, below my camp, with a broken wing. She hurtled down like a disabled aeroplane, and I found her full of fight. She was far too good a specimen to spoil with any clumsy coup de gr&ce^ so I closed with her, shielded by a piece of blanket, and chloroformed her with a handful of cotton-wool, saturated with the drug.
The female is much scarcer than the male in the Yamen highlands, and I hav£ seen neither in any other.

